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Best free photo collage app for pc

Picture Collage Maker is an easy to use desktop application that allows you to combine your favorite photos with a creative collage shared with family and friends. Returning from a big vacation or a memorable event, you've probably taken a lot of pictures to remember. Printing them all out and framing them is a costly undertaking that hardly seems worth the time, money and effort.
Instead, many people could create a collage of images instead. Many images in one comfortable and artistically designed device – what could be better? Picture Collage Maker allows you to do this quickly and easily. There are hundreds of collage templates to choose from, ensuring that you will likely find the perfect one each time. Picture Collage Maker includes professionally
drawn templates with different layouts for placing photos, as well as many different backgrounds in your collage. You can even choose different paper sizes and whether you want it to be horizontally or vertically oriented. In addition to traditional collages, Picture Collage Maker also makes scrap books, posters, event invitations, and even calendars and greeting cards. Picture
Collage Maker is ready for many different masks, picture frames, font types and clip art you can further decorate your creations, which is a nice feature. You can also very easily print out or email your final products to family and friends. If you're a rookie, there's no problem. Picture Collage Maker is with a wizard that takes you through the creation process step by step. The only
real complaint some users may have is that Picture Collage Maker may have a bit of a drag on resources. If you have too many things open at once, prepare to run the program slowly. For a fully complete collage making tool though, Picture Collage Maker is a fantastic choice. Includes step-by-step wizard tutorialD pre-made templates Easily customizableShare directly from family
and friendsApp is a resource heavy and sometimes runs slowly If you have a soft spot for digital scrapbooking and collage creation, Photo Collage Maker becomes your biggest asset. The main selling point of this tool is how easy it is to use, allowing users at all levels to create stunning collages of their favorite photos. What makes Photo Collage Maker easy, you can ask. Well,
first of all, it sports a very intuitive interface and simple commands. Besides, there are 370+ professional templates under the hood – you're sure to find a template just to your liking and occasion. You can decorate your photos with a variety of other elements, from photo frames and masks to titles and cliparts - these things will definitely draw a smile to someone's face. Besides, if
you've done your collage, you can save it to a variety of popular image formats, or have them ready to print which one you think is best. All in all, if you want a tool that is fun, easy for anyone to use, and gives you complete creative freedom, Photo Collage Maker is what you need. Photo Collage Maker creating photo collages must be fun, not cumbersome, so do it so, using this
amazing and fun tool! View price Visit website If you are looking for a freeware photo collage app, see more! Photor is an app that you can add to Windows desktop and mobile platforms, Android, iOS, and Mac devices. In addition, you can use photo collages of photo collages as fotor's online collage tool. The web tool is a Fotor Pro pack with an $8.99 monthly subscription that
gives you more than 80 collage templates and other exclusive content. Let's quickly look at its basic features: Set up collages with up to 80 templates that support up to nine photos. Freestyle mode to organize photos in a more unique layout (customize the boundary shadows, angles, width and add patterns to the boundaries)Rotate photos and customize their transparencyCont
applies to 22 unique backgrounds collages Export options to social media and photo sites like Twitter and Flickr As Fotor is a multipurpotage photography software, it also has many image editing options and more than 60 filter effects to enhance your collage images. Fotor Create, customize and resize any images in a gorgeous photo collage in just a few clicks! If you are
interested in trying your hand at professional software, then CorelDRAW is practically unparalleled. When it comes to vector-based graphic design, CorelDRAW offers all the tools you need to craft sleek design projects. This application covers all your needs, from photo editing and typography tools, using bitmap-to-trace vector-based technology to crisp looking results that can
scale up or down if you want to damage image quality. Creating a photo collage with CorelDraw is as easy as it gets. You can use your sophisticated toolkit and even rely on pre-built templates to achieve stunning results. Let's quickly look at its key features: Professional vector illustration, design, photo editing and typography toolsRetaability and collaborative capabilities to
accelerate and streamline your workflowPre-made collage templates where you can easily add your photosCross-platform compatibility to work anywhere you like Extensive educational materials, tutorials and guidelines ⇒ Getl CoreDRAWva is another excellent graphic design software that allows you to create photo collages without effort. Boasting an impressive library of fully
customizable templates with more than a hundred photo collage layouts, Canva takes her photo montage with unprecedented peeks. Just use an intuitive design editor to personalize your project and prepare for amazement! Let's quickly look at its basic features: Beautiful collection of Professional templates and layout optionsId, inspiration content, guides and tutorials Extensive
image editing toolkitLunguishable filters and effectsBeauty fonts and typography toolsNative support for popular formats like JPEG, PDF and more ⇒ Get Canva These are the best Windows programs and applications that can help you set up photo collages. With these tools, you can create visually amazing collages that include stickers, clip art, unique layouts, text, shapes, and
additional multimedia. What is your favorite photo collage software? Feel free to share your choice by reaching the comments section below. FAQ photo collage software What is the best software to make a photo collage? The most popular and reliable collage maker is Adobe Spark. We also recommend it thanks to the intuitive interface and tons of beautiful layouts. What is the
best free photo collage app? Fotor is a popular freeware app that can be used directly in your browser to create amazing photo collages. How do I create a digital photo montage? To create a digital photo montage you can use software that comes with pre-made layouts or build one from scratch using a tool like Adobe Photoshop. Editor's Note: This article was originally published
in April 2017 and updated and updated in December 2020 for freshness, accuracy and integrity. With a free photo collage maker, making your photos a work of art is fun and easy. There are some fantastic tools that make the work as easy as dragging and making the process of creating the original design a real pleasure. Modern phone cameras can take stunning print-quality
photos, and you probably have some real gems stored on your mobile phone right now – why leave them there. These are tools - both web applications and desktop software - that will help you make gorgeous collages in an instant, ready to print on canvas. Just make sure your photos are looking for your best free photo editor and you're ready to get started. Do you need pictures
to get started? Why not grab some free stock photos. And if you're looking specifically to print your work of art, why not check out our best photo book and personalized photo gifts guides. Best free collage makers at a glance PhotojetCanvaFotorPhotoPadPizap (Image credit: Shutterstock; Photojet)Feature packed and fun; The best tool for printing ready-to-print collagesFree
collage maker Fotojet looks very similar to Fotor and Canva (below), but is more flexible and fun to use than either, making it our number one choice. To get started, click Collage and choose either a network or an illustrated design (we think a simple online layout will show you your photos better). Those marked with a crown are only available to premium account holders, but the
size of the picture frames can be resized in any grid, so it's not a big drawback. You can also adjust the spacing and rounding of fields and select an aspect ratio for the canvas. Click Add Photos, and then drag them to the template. Once you've entered the picture, you'll be presented with a list of customizable Instagram-style filters to give your collage a custom-made look, plus
improved options for exposure, brightness, contrast, saturation and tone a good selection of backgrounds to choose from too (either normal colors, or tasteful geometric patterns), plus clip art and text. When you're done, you can save your creation as a JPG or .png file (no PDF) with a compression setting and size that suits you. You can also share it via Facebook, Twitter,
Pinterest or Tumblr, or even print it directly from your browser. It's a lot of fun to use and easy to master, making it our top pick for the best free collage maker. (Image credit: Shutterstock; Canva)Like all other browser-based free collage makers here, most Canva photo collage templates are free to use, but there are also premium designs available for a fee. These are clearly
marked, so there is no need to worry about creating a design, you can not export without being parted with a handful of money. Start by setting up a new user name and password or signing in with your Facebook or Google Account. Select Personal use and you'll be presented with a menu of project types, including social media graphics, banners, book covers, and presentations.
Select Photo collage, then view all collage templates to see all the free options. Alternatively, click The Elements button and select a grid, then start adding the pictures, borders, icons, and other items that make up your collage. To add your pictures, click Upload and drag them from the desktop. You can then drag them straight to the collage canvas. You can also add pictures to
Facebook, or Canva's own library of free images. When you select a grid layout, they are resized and automatically truncated. When you're done, you can save the collage as a printable PDF, PNG, or JPG file, or make it public for use by others. You can even add crop marks and bleed space — an option that is very useful for professional printing and the absence of most free
collage makers. Canva's only drawback is that you can't set the resolution of the output file (although you have a selection of standard or print-quality PDFs). Besides, it's a really great free collage maker. Read our full Canva review (Image credit: Shutterstock; Photor)A comprehensive photo editor that also makes great collages There are two versions of the photor free collage
maker – one that uses Flash and the other built with html5. The first will soon be finished in favour of the latter, but they will work the same way. Photor design is not as intuitive as Canva's, but it is still much faster and easier than creating a collage from the first principle. All of Fotor's main features are free of charge and extras are available for a subscription fee. Premium
membership also removes ads from the collage creator. To get started, click Sign in and create a new account using your email address, or sign in with Facebook (you'll need an account to save your work by moving between tools). When this is done, click Collage, select the template (those marked with the diamond icon are premium account holders) and upload your pictures on
the right by clicking on the Import button. On the left, click Fill and fill the spaces in the selected template with uploaded images – will be cropped and changed automatically. It's an incredibly simple and fastest way to create a collage if you don't mind letting the web app make creative decisions for you. Stickers and text allow you to give your design a personality before exporting.
Unlike Canva, Fotor allows you to select the aspect ratio and resolution of your finished collage before saving in jpg, PNG or PDF format. Fotor is a great free collage maker, although its design is a little less intuitive than Canva, pushing it into a respectable third place. Read our full Fotor review (Image credit: Shutterstock; NCH Software)A desktop-based free collage maker that is
fast, if a little utilitarianPhotoPad is a desktop collage maker, making it faster and more flexible than its browser-based counterparts. You don't have to give up your email address or Facebook username to use it, either. Unfortunately, it seems a little dated, and there are some features that make online collage makers so fun, including stickers and filters. To get started, click
Collage and set the canvas by selecting the size of the preprint. Then select the background that appears behind your pictures. Most of the patterns here are quite cheesy, but you can also use your image or solid color. When this is done, it is time to choose a layout. There's a great selection of nets (none are locked behind the paywall), and you can customize the spacing
between ebas and rounding corners using a pair of sliders. To add a photo from your computer, click the area in the grid. They are resized to fit, and you can adjust the area you want to crop by clicking and dragging. Unfortunately, it is not possible to add text or shapes within the collage editor, and also do not have filters to give your images a fresh look before finishing your
design. If you really want to add additional elements, you'll need to reopen the saved collage using the Photo Editor and make the changes manually. (Image credit: Shutterstock; Digital Palette LLC)A fun way to create collages on Facebook, but not a wall artDition from other browser-based free photo collage makers, piZap will not ask you to share your email address before you
start creating your first design; Just stay stuck straight in it's a handy time saver, but there's a drawback that you can't save your progress and change your creations later. First, choose a free design; there are options based around rectangles (our preferred option), hearts, circles, and other shapes such as stars. The latest options are better suited to greeting cards than wall art
and can reduce the impact of your photos. We also avoid themed options, which are all quite vulgar. Once you have selected a template, just click each frame to Photo. Not only can you upload pictures from your computer, you can also grab pictures from Facebook, Instagram, Dropbox and Flickr. The now de lost Google Picasa is also listed. Once the photos are in place, you can
set the background color, adjust spacing, and add a shadow. Many filters are available, although they can only be applied to the entire canvas, not to individual photos, and there is no subtlety in the clip art options. The rest of the tools (brushes and meme text) are fun to create something stupid to share online, but not stylish wall art. When you're done, the free collage maker will
give you only one export option - the standard resolution jpg, which is fine for small print, but not a large canvas. In general, piZap is the best fun compositions to share on social media. If you want something to hang on your wall, other tools here are much better choices. Read our full PiZap review Which makes a great free collage maker? If you are choosing a collage maker,
there are some important factors to keep in mind. Perhaps the most important thing is what you're going to use for a ready-made collage. Do you want something you can print on canvas, or do you want to share it on Instagram and Facebook? Some collage makers only allow you to export your creations at fairly low resolutions, which are fine viewing online, but would look blurry
and unpleasant in print. If you plan to pin your creation to paper and ink, ideally you want a service that allows you to export it as a print-quality PDF or JPG file. Templates are another consideration. Some collage makers essentially give you a grid and leave you with what could be perfect if you already have a clear idea of what you want to create, but if you're not too sure to create
a design yourself, you might be better off in an employee tool that includes a set of smart pre-made templates. Finally, keep in mind that many collage makers are free to use it, but there is also a premium subscription service that gives you access to more templates, images and designs. Premium elements should be clearly labeled, but some collage makers offer more free
content than others. We have also found the best video editing software software
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